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it is once again our solemn duty to induct a select group of scholars into the 
caribbeanist Hall of shame. Despite cordial reminders over a period of many 
months, these colleagues have neither produced the reviews that they prom-
ised nor returned the books so that someone else could take on the task. as 
is our custom, and in an attempt to exercise discretion and protect the reputa-
tion of innocent caribbeanists, we follow the eighteenth-century convention 
in identifying delinquent reviewers by first and last initials.

– Colonialism and Race in Luso-Hispanic Literature, by Jerome c. Branche 
(columbia: university of Missouri Press, 2006. xii + 292 pp., cloth us$ 
44.95) (a—a P—a F—a)

–  José Martí and the Future of Cuban Nationalism, by alfred J. lópez 
(Gainesville: university Press of Florida, 2006. xiv + 160 pp., cloth us$ 
59.95) (l—n G—a)

–  Out of Order! Anthony Winkler and White West Indian Writing, by Kim 
robinson-Walcott (Kingston: university of the West Indies Press, 2006. 
x + 208 pp., paper us$ 25.00) (K—e D—s)

– The Prophet of Power: Jean-Bertrand Aristide, the International 
Community, and Haiti, by alex Dupuy (lanham MD: rowman & 
littlefield, 2007. xi + 239 pp., paper us$ 29.95) (D—l G. W—n)

– The Other Black Bostonians: West Indians in Boston, 1900-1950, by 
Violet showers Johnson (Bloomington: Indiana university Press, 2007. 
x + 181 pp., cloth us$ 39.95) (I—a W—s-O—s)

–  Caribbean Wars Untold: A Salute to the British West Indies, by Humphrey 
Metzgen & John Graham (Kingston: university of West Indies Press, 
2007. xv + 256 pp., paper us$ 20.00) (G—d H—e)

–  “Mek Some Noise”: Gospel Music and the Ethics of Style in Trinidad, by 
timothy rommen (Berkeley: university of california Press, 2007. xii + 
217 pp., paper us$ 21.95) (D—n s—l) 
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as always, we begin our yearly roundup with works of caribbean literature 
that have come our way – fiction, poetry, and drama (none of which are oth-
erwise reviewed in the journal).

First, novels. In Guyanese-born poet and novelist David Dabydeen’s Molly 
and the Muslim Stick (Oxford: Macmillan caribbean, 2008, paper £5.15), a 
young lancashire girl, hardened by the abuse of her coal-mining father and 
his band of “pals” in the period between the two world wars, becomes sus-
ceptible to demons, and skilled at the “evocation of the ghastly and distress-
ing.” By the time she enters into conversation with her walking stick, we’re 
already deep into a world of clairvoyance and the supernatural, and ready to 
follow the rest of her mythopoetic life story, which eventually leads her from 
coventry (incidentally, where Dabydeen teaches) to the jungles of Demerara, 
all told in sumptuous but delicate prose. In some ways, Molly is a reprise of 
themes explored in Dabydeen’s Our Lady of Demerara (leeds, uK: Peepal 
tree Press, 2008, paper £9.99), first published in cloth in 2004, a brooding 
experimental novel that also moves across decades and between working-
class coventry and Guyana, this time involving, as well, east Indians and 
Irish priests in both sites. Trouble Tree (Oxford: Macmillan caribbean, 2008, 
paper us$ 11.95) is the debut novel of John Hill Porter, a u.s. expat who 
retired some years ago to Barbados. this murder mystery, focusing on red-
legs, moves between Brooklyn and the island, told through the diaries of a 
NYPD detective. though the writing, plotting, and characterization are some-
times heavy-handed, there’s a generosity about people, places, and history 
that keeps one turning the pages and wanting more. Rum Justice (Oxford: 
Macmillan caribbean, 2008, paper £6.70) is an english version of Dutch jour-
nalist and historian Jolien Harmsen’s racy whodunnit, Rum, Roti, Onrecht 
(amsterdam: luitingh-sijthoff, 2003): expats (Dutch, australian, english, 
american) on a st.-lucian-like island, where guns, booze, drugs, rent-a-
rasta sex, corruption, and gossip call for crude dialog, with surrounding prose 
to match – not a pretty picture of the contemporary caribbean. 

Hamel, the Obeah Man (Oxford: Macmillan caribbean, 2008, paper £8.50, 
with a new introduction by amon saba sakana and notes by John Gilmore), is 
a quintessential Gothic novel, except that the setting is early nineteenth-century 
Jamaica, shifting between the great house of the master and the labyrinthine 
cave of rebel slaves. treatment of the themes of race and colonialism – and 
the narrator’s sensitivity to the sufferings and injustices of slavery combined 
with a belief in white racial superiority – raise questions about the author’s 
identity and direct experience in the caribbean. A Permanent Freedom (leeds, 
uK: Peepal tree Press, 2008, paper £8.99) is curdella Forbes’s second novel, 
telling nine partially interwoven stories about migration, love, death, sexual 
attraction, and memory in Jamaica and the united states. and laura Fish’s 
Strange Music (london: Jonathan cape, 2008, cloth £16.99) weaves a dense, 
textured narrative, based in part on historical events and sources, of three 
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women’s inner lives during the period 1837-1840, moving between england 
(and the diaries of poet elizabeth Barrett) and the Barrett estates in Jamaica 
during the sufferings of apprenticeship – ambitious, imaginative, linguisti-
cally challenging, and very worthwhile.

anthony c. Winkler’s latest, The Duppy (New York: akashic Books, 
2008, paper us$ 13.95) follows in the footsteps of The Lunatic, Dog War, 
and all the others, combining everyday Jamaican realities with his special 
brand of jaw-dropping humor – when Baps the shopkeeper (and narrator) 
drops dead and becomes a duppy, the heaven he’s transported to (in a crowded 
minibus) is full of surprises; in fact it turns out to resemble a bawdier version 
of Jamaica. Winkler also has now brought out Trust the Darkness: My Life as 
a Writer (Oxford: Macmillan Caribbean, 2008, cloth ₤10.00), a matter-of-fact 
autobiography, tracing his movement from growing up as a white Jamaican 
to his discovery as a youth of the united states, and his subsequent shuttling 
back and forth as a writer, two of whose stories were made into Hollywood 
films.

Finally, in Black Is Black (Monaco: Éditions alphée, 2008, paper €19.90), 
which despite its title is in French, raphaël confiant picks up the carnavalesque 
tone of his Bassins des ouragans (Paris: Éditions Mille et une nuits, 1994) to 
mock numerous aspects of the “franco-colonial civilization” of Martinique, 
weaving a caustic, cynical, bitter, and intended-to-be comic tale that includes 
a Kossovar in Belgium who makes love to a woman fourteen times in one 
night, a transvestite flight attendant on air Panama, French publishers credu-
lous about the caribbean exotic, and the joyful discovery on a Martiniquan 
beach by a “Black anglo-saxon Protestant Professor of Gender studies from 
Massachusetts” of the 84-inch-long member of “an authentic negro.”

Next, poetry. tobago-born M. Nourbse Philip’s Zong! (Middletown ct: 
Wesleyan university Press, 2008, cloth us$ 22.95) is a remarkable poetic 
rendering, somewhere between a chant, a moan, and a scream, of the infa-
mous 1781 throwing overboard of more than 130 enslaved africans so the 
ship’s owners could collect insurance monies – a haunting, disturbing reflec-
tion on history, memory, and forgetting. Leaving Traces (leeds, uK: Peepal 
tree Press, 2008, paper £8.99), by Jamaican scholar and poet Velma Pollard, 
is an accessible collection of poems that are warm, honest, and intelligent, 
and that modestly but deftly combine the political and personal. After Image 
(leeds, uK: Peepal tree Press, 2008, paper £7.99) are poems drawn from the 
manuscripts left by Jamaican Dennis scott after his death in 1991, collected 
here by his friend Mervyn Morris – frank, vibrant, vernacular, and mov-
ing. Limestone: An Epic Poem of Barbados (leeds, uK: Peepal tree Press, 
2008, paper £9.99), by the Georgia-based Bajan poet and novelist anthony 
Kellman, evokes major events in the island’s history, from european conquest 
through particular slave revolts and emancipation and beyond, to finally set-
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tle on details of the political and cultural happenings of the postindependence 
period, all drawing on the rhythms of the tuk or ruk-a-tuk bands. 

Elemental: New and Selected Poems 1975-2007 (leeds, uK: Peepal tree 
Press, 2008, paper £8.99), by st. lucian John robert lee, moves between 
castries and other island sites to Boston, with strong christian overtones. 
Opal Palmer adisa’s I Name Me Name (leeds, uK: Peepal tree Press, 2008, 
paper £9.99) offers up an engaging collection of autobiographical poetry and 
prose related to the building of an african american-Jamaican identity – 
lyrical, inflammatory, compassionate, and glowing. Dorothea smartt’s Ship 
Shape (leeds, uK: Peepal tree Press, 2008, paper £7.99) speaks about the 
slave trade, diaspora, migration, and family, Barbados and england, as well 
as love, through a direct and appealing collection of poems, some reworked 
from earlier collections. Island of My Hunger: Cuban Poetry Today, edited 
and introduced by Francisco Morán (san Francisco: city lights Books, 2007, 
paper us$ 16.95), anthologizes the work of a new generation of cuban poets, 
both on the island and in exile, in a bilingual edition. Regards d’errance: 
Drive poétique (Paris: l’Harmattan, 2007, paper €9.00), by Martiniquan-
Palestinian poet Widad amra, is a single long poem evoking her thoughts 
as she travels her maternal island, with more than a nod to aimé césaire’s 
Cahier d’un retour. (the same author’s Salam Shalom [Paris: l’Harmattan, 
2008, paper €8.00], another long poem, stays firmly in the Middle east.)

Finally, drama. In Bellas Gate Boy (Oxford: Macmillan caribbean, 
2008, £5.95), Jamaican dramatist trevor rhone chronicles his early life in 
the countryside, trying his fate in drama school in london, and his eventual 
return to the challenges of building a Jamaican theater. the accompanying 
cD features rhone performing the two-act comic monologue.

three books about writers and the literature they produce. Caribbean 
Literature after Independence: The Case of Earl Lovelace, edited by Bill 
schwarz (london: Institute for the study of the americas, 2008, paper us$ 
30.00), is a warm and insightful set of appreciations of lovelace’s work, 
setting it for the first time firmly within both the trinidadian and broader 
anglophone caribbean historical context. We particularly liked the contribu-
tions by schwarz, John thieme, louis James, and lawrence scott, which – 
along with those by others – made us want to rush back to reread the novels 
and short stories. Love Labor Liberation in Lasana Sekou (Philipsburg, st. 
Martin: House of Nehesi, 2007, paper us$ 15.00), by Monserratian historian 
and poet Howard a. Fergus, heaps paeans of critical praise (and comparisons 
with everyone from John Donne to aimé césaire) on the st. Martin poet and 
House of Nehesi publisher, covering such themes (besides the three in the 
book’s title) as folk culture and history and the aesthetics of the poet. Joseph 
Zobel: Le coeur en Martinique et les pieds en Cévennes (Matoury, Guyane: 
Ibis rouge, 2008, paper €20.00), by novelist and poet José le Moigne, is 
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an affectionate personal tribute to one of Martinique’s greatest twentieth-
century novelists, best known for La rue cases-nègres and Diab’-la.

Martiniquan novelist and polemicist raphaël confiant, with the support 
of Gerec-F (Groupe d’études et de recherches en espace créole et franco-
phone) at the université des antilles et de la Guyane, has brought out a monu-
mental (1427-page), two-volume Dictionnaire créole martiniquais-français 
(Matoury, Guyane: Ibis rouge, 2007, paper €69.00). announcing itself as the 
first dictionary of Martiniquan creole ever published, it provides some fifty 
pages on such subjects as erosion in the use of creole over recent decades, 
published works on and in the language, and the terminology, sources, and 
methods used in compiling the dictionary. Most entries include a sentence 
using the word (often from creole literary sources) and its French transla-
tion, and some cite longer explanatory texts from French sources. Given the 
unintelligibility of Martiniquan creole to French speakers, we were struck 
by the remarkably high proportion of creole words with clear French origins. 
(Our life in Martinique has also made us aware of how much Martiniquan 
French is permeated with creolisms. last month in Paris we were corrected 
when we alluded to the finissement of a project; confiant’s dictionary has 
helped us understand that finisman [termination, finishing touches] is what 
Parisians call finition.) all in all, this dictionary is a very welcome resource.

the year’s social science essays include Habiter le monde: Martinique 
1946-2006, by Marie-Hélène léotin (Matoury, Guyane: Ibis rouge, 2008, 
paper €15.00), a strange little left-leaning history of postdepartmentaliza-
tion Martinique, stressing labor conflicts, the decline of industry and rise 
of consumerism, and the gross imbalances of the economy (and its unparal-
leled dependence on France). In a very brief final chapter (and on the back 
jacket), léotin celebrates (without any apparent irony) the recent growth of 
a Martiniquan identity – such things as the fact that local rums now have an 
“appellation d’Origine contrôlée” label from the French authorities and that 
aspects of the folkloric patrimoine, like the tour des yoles (traditional sailing 
craft), are growing in popularity. It’s as if the Glissant of Le discours antillais, 
who railed against just such false consciousness, had been completely forgot-
ten. then there’s the caustic and clever Le monde tel qu’il est: Entretien à 
propos de Quand les murs tombent de E. Glissant et P. Chamoiseau (Vauclin, 
Martinique: lakouzémi, 2008, paper €10.00), by poet-activist Monchoachi 
– who also wrote Eloge de la servilité, a critique of the famous Eloge de 
la créolité. In this new work, Monchoachi takes Glissant and chamoiseau 
to task for ignoring their true place in the world, for chastising (from their 
unacknowledged position of colonisés!) the French state for not properly 
defending republican values. Gilbert Pago’s Lumina Sophie dite « Surprise » 
1848-1879: Insurgée et bagnarde (Matoury, Guyane: Ibis rouge, 2008, 
paper €15.00) is a brief but rewarding history/biography set in postemancipa-
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tion Martinique, telling the story of a young female participant in the 1870 
Insurrection of the south and her banishment to the bagne of Guyane.

then a pair on Guyane. Comprendre la Guyane aujourd’hui: Un départe-
ment français dans la région des Guyanes, edited by serge Mam lam Fouck 
(Matoury, Guyane: Ibis rouge, 2007, paper €40.00) is a more-than-700-page 
collection of thirty-some individual articles, two-thirds written by residents, 
on diverse but expectable aspects of life in this faraway speck of France in 
south america, ranging from history, geography, and education to language 
and identity. In Guyane Française: L’or de la honte (Paris: calmann-lévy, 
2007, €18.00), French journalist axel May presents the results of months of 
traveling and interviews with players at every level – the prefect and police 
chiefs, gendarmes and légionnaires, the owners of large local mines and the 
poorest small-scale garimpeiros, and prostitutes – to trace a devastating pic-
ture of the effects of gold extraction on the people and forest of Guyane. From 
failed state policies dictated in Paris and the complicity of local politicians 
to the machinations of notorious multinationals such as cambior (Iamgold), 
Golden star, and Newmont, and with an estimated 10,000 to 15,000 ille-
gal Brazilian immigrants now working in small-scale mining, Guyane (like 
neighboring suriname) is deeply affected by the steep rise in the international 
price of the precious metal. May shows that no matter how hard the state has 
tried to clamp down on illegals (and these efforts are often desultory), the 
Brazilians manage to adjust and to continue bringing vast quantities of heavy 
earth-moving equipment, barrels of gasoline and diesel, and tons of mercury 
deep into the uncharted forest, creating major ecological and public health 
depredations. No end is in sight.

Our chosen reviewer was unable, for personal reasons, to complete his 
review of France and the American Tropics to 1700: Tropics of Discontent?, 
by Philip P. Boucher (Baltimore MD: Johns Hopkins university Press, 2008, 
paper us$ 24.95), which we bring to readers’ attention with our apologies.

three other historical works. Slave Revolts, by Johannes Postma (Westport 
ct: Greenwood, 2008, cloth us$ 45.00), “intended for high school and 
junior college students,” provides a brief introduction to revolt and mar-
ronage, from ancient Greece to Korea and on to africa and the americas. 
Jamaica in 1687: The Taylor Manuscript at the National Library of Jamaica 
(Kingston: university of Jamaica Press, 2008, cloth us$ 60.00), edited by 
David Buisseret, some thirty years in the making, publishes for the first time 
the most significant portions of taylor’s manuscript, expertly edited, and con-
taining fascinating passages on everything from flora and fauna to the beliefs 
and practices of the island’s enslaved africans. K’ranti! De Surinaamse pers 
1774-2008, edited by archie sumter, angelie sens, Marc de Koninck, and 
ellen de Vries (amsterdam: KIt Publishers, 2008, paper €24.50), which 
accompanied an exhibition in the Persmuseum in amsterdam, is the first 
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full-blown history of suriname newspapers from the eighteenth century to 
the present.

as for the birds, Birds of the West Indies and Birds of the Dominican 
Republic and Haiti – multiauthored paperback field guides published by 
Princeton university Press (in 2003 and 2006, respectively) – offer color 
images plus information on voice, status and range, habitat, and danger of 
extinction for well over a thousand of the caribbean’s feathered friends. the 
former (216 pp., us$ 24.95) is an abbreviated paperback edition of the same 
authors’ more comprehensive 1998 volume of (nearly) the same title (see 
NWIG 74:129-30). the latter (258 pp., us$ 35.00) contains a number of 
well-done full-page illustrations of birds in their habitat and is particularly 
rich in detailed information. a related work is Hispaniola: A Photographic 
Journey through Island Biodiversity / Hispaniola: Biodiversidad a través de 
un recorrido fotográfico, by eladio Fernández (cambridge Ma: Belknap 
Press, 2007, cloth us$ 60.00), which has bilingual texts by specialists on 
birds, insects, reptiles, and flora and fauna to accompany the hundreds of 
spectacular color images.

the scholar who agreed to review American Curiosity: Cultures of 
Natural History in the Colonial British Atlantic World, by susan scott 
Parrish (chapel Hill: university of North carolina Press, 2006, paper us$ 
22.50), concluded that the book was not worth a NWIG review but helpfully 
explained why: “While the book provided a general overview of well-known 
and already well-covered european travelers’ reports of the atlantic colo-
nies, it did not seriously engage with the exciting body of criticism that has 
developed in the past few decades about the colonial construction of these 
spaces, particularly work in caribbean studies. structurally, indigenous and 
african contributions to the fashioning of atlantic ‘natural history’ seem like 
afterthoughts to a representation of european (and euro-american) mascu-
linity as originary agent of the New World.”

Maria Sibylla Merian & Daughters: Women of Art and Science, by ellen 
reitsma (amsterdam: the rembrandt House Museum; los angeles: the 
J. Paul Getty Museum, 2008, paper us$ 44.95), is a thick catalogue of the 
Merian exhibition that traveled from amsterdam to los angeles and repro-
duces a large number of Merian’s works; only a relatively small portion of the 
book is devoted to the suriname years and its productions. For those primar-
ily interested in the technical (art historical) aspects of Merian’s insect paint-
ings and drawings, the book is a must. Nonetheless, Kim todd’s Chrysalis: 
Maria Sibylla Merian and the Secret of Metamorphosis, mentioned in last 
year’s Bookshelf, in our view does a better job of capturing the tone and 
significance of Merian’s suriname work. 

several visual works. Llewellyn Xavier: His Life and Work, by llewellyn 
Xavier and edward lucie-smith with a foreword by lowery stokes sims 
(Oxford: Macmillan caribbean, 2007, cloth £25.00), illustrates the impres-
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sive range of this st. lucian artist’s creativity, from luminous abstract paint-
ings and brilliant renderings of plants and animals to works inspired by 
George Jackson’s prison letters and collages using recycled materials that 
reflect Xavier’s abiding concern for the fate of the island’s environment. 
El Caribe precolombino: Fray Ramón Pané y el universo taíno (Barcelona: 
Museu Barbier-Mueller, 2008, paper €22.00), edited by José r. Oliver, colin 
Mcewen, and anna casa Gilberga, is the sumptuous color catalog, written 
by numerous specialists, of an exhibition that traveled from Barcelona to 
the British Museum and the Museo de américa. Vodu: kunst en mystiek uit 
Haïti (amsterdam: KIt Publishers, 2008, paper €24.50), edited by Jacques 
Hainard, Philippe Mathez, and Olivier schninz, is the Dutch-language ver-
sion of the catalog of an exhibition originating in the Musée d’ethnographie 
de Genève that was then shown at the tropenmuseum in amsterdam (and 
later in sweden and at two German museums), based mainly on the astonish-
ing ritual materials brought back from a half century of residence by swiss 
collector Marianne lehmann. Black Is Beautiful: Rubens to Dumas, edited 
by elmer Kolfin and esther schreuder (Zwolle, the Netherlands: Waanders 
Publishers, 2008, cloth €22.50), accompanied an exhibition at amsterdam’s 
Nieuwe Kerk that was designed to show “the attraction exerted by black 
people on Dutch artists over seven centuries.” self-consciously choosing 
to show how Dutch artists depicted blacks as beautiful people, the project 
has been rightly criticized for sanitizing art history, showing for example 
the stedman/Blake engraving of a happy slave family but not their iconic 
depictions of torture and execution. Havana Deco, by alejandro G. alonso, 
Pedro contreras, and Martino Fagiuoli (New York: Norton, 2007, cloth us$ 
39.95), creates a stunning record of how cuban architects, engineers, and 
graphic artists transformed art deco into a caribbean mode. Finally, postcards 
from the early twentieth-century heyday of posed souvenir images shot in the 
French antilles are grouped in four small, cloth-bound volumes published in 
Paris by Hc Éditions: La Mer (2006), Les Vieux Métiers (2006), Le Rhum et 
la Canne (2006), and Femmes Créoles (2007), each for €5.90.

a number of miscellaneous works have come our way. Garry steckles’s 
Bob Marley (Oxford: Macmillan caribbean, 2008, paper £8.50) is a lively 
biography aimed at a general audience. similarly, Peter Mason’s Learie 
Constantine (Oxford: Macmillan caribbean, 2008, paper £8.50), quoting 
from the cricket writing of c.l.r. James and Michael Manley, recounts for 
a general audience the life of the great trinidadian all-rounder who later 
became a barrister and a diplomat and cabinet minister under eric Williams, 
as well as an activist for racial equality in england and the first black mem-
ber of the British House of lords. Boasting a foreword signed by Mick 
Jagger, A Taste of Mustique by Kevin snook (Oxford: Macmillan caribbean, 
2007, cloth £25.75) combines intriguing recipes (from carambola barbecue 
and banana crème brûlée to “kick-ass” tuna made with Wreck-tum sauces), 
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an effusive éloge to life on the private corporation island, and photography 
to rival the glossiest of travel magazines. Reshaping the Contextual Vision 
in Caribbean Theology: Theoretical Foundations for Theology which Is 
Contextual, Pluralistic, and Dialectical (lanham MD: university Press of 
america, 2007, paper us$ 49.95) is by Michael st. a. Miller, a Jamaican who 
teaches in the united states. Democracy & Constitution Reform in Trinidad 
and Tobago, by Kirk Meighoo and Peter Jamadar (Kingston: Ian randle, 
2008, paper us$ 30.00), considers the constitutional reform process in the 
commonwealth caribbean, focusing on t&t, where the authors are based. 
Aluminium Smelting: Health, Environmental and Engineering Perspectives, 
edited by Mukesh Kare, clement K. sankat, Gyan s. shrivastava, and 
chintanapalli Venkobachar (Kingston: Ian randle, 2008, cloth us$ 55.00), 
brings together contributions made to uWI symposia in 2006 and 2007 in 
trinidad, considering the environmental and economic impacts of the estab-
lishment of a smelter in the south of the island. 

Maroon Teachers: Teaching the Transatlantic Trade in Enslaved Africans, 
by sandra Ingrid Gift (Kingston: Ian randle, 2008, paper us$ 24.95), 
based on a 2006 dissertation, is addressed to high-school teachers in the 
anglophone caribbean. Twinning Faith and Development: Catholic Parish 
Partnering in the US and Haiti, by tara Hefferan (Bloomfield ct: Kumarian 
Press, 2007, paper us$ 23.95), describes and evaluates an alternative model 
for development. The Adventures of an Economic Migrant, by anthony 
Wade (Kingston: Ian randle, 2007, paper us$ 24.95), is the autobiogra-
phy of the Monserratian-born entrepreneur who founded the most successful 
black enterprise in Britain. Guide to the Blue and John Crow Mountains, 
edited by Margaret Hodges (Kingston: Ian randle, 2008, paper us$ 16.95), 
is the Natural History society of Jamaica’s detailed illustrated guide to the 
country’s first terrestrial national park. Finally, our assigned reviewer for The 
Contemporary Caribbean: History, Life and Culture since 1945, by Olwyn 
M. Blouet (london: reaktion Books, 2007, paper us$ 24.95), sent the book 
back and we can see why: intended for the general reader, this well-meaning 
survey is far too brief (150 pages) to make much sense of the region’s reali-
ties and includes errors such as rendering Fanon “Fannon.”

Memory and Identity: The Huguenots in France and the Atlantic Diaspora, 
edited by Bertrand Van ruymbeke and randy J. sparks (columbia: university 
of south carolina Press, 2008, paper us$ 32.50), has a single chapter relat-
ing to the (French) caribbean. likewise, Blue Ships: Dutch Ocean Crossing 
with Multifunctional Drugs and Spices in the Eighteenth Century, by a.M.G. 
rutten (rotterdam, the Netherlands: erasmus Publishing, 2008, cloth 
€32.50), has only scattered references to the caribbean.

We list several books for which, despite our best efforts, we could not 
find a willing reviewer: Waves of Decolonization: Discourses of Race and 
Hemispheric Citizenship in Cuba, Mexico, and the United States, by David 
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luis-Brown (Durham Nc: Duke university Press, 2008, paper us$ 24.95); 
Damming the Flood: Haiti, Aristide, and the Politics of Containment, by Peter 
Hallward (New York: Verso, 2007, paper us$ 29.95); Dominican Haven: 
The Jewish Refugee Settlement in Sosúa, 1940-1945, by Marion a. Kaplan 
(New York: Museum of Jewish Heritage, 2008, paper us$ 19.95); Queering 
Creole Spiritual Traditions: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender 
Participation in African-Inspired Traditions in the Americas, by randy P. 
conner with David Hatfield sparks (Binghamton NY: the Haworth Press, 
2004, paper us$ 29.95); Beyond Papillon: The French Overseas Penal 
Colonies, 1854-1952, by stephen a. toth (lincoln: university of Nebraska 
Press, 2006, cloth us$ 35.00); and Jock Campbell, The Booker Reformer in 
British Guiana 1934-1966, by clem seecharan (Kingston: Ian randle, 2005, 
paper us$ 30.00).

this year’s reprints and translations include: Memoir of an Amnesiac 
(coconut creek Fl: caribbean studies Press, 2008, paper us$ 19.50), Jan 
J. Dominique’s novel about Haitian history and politics published in French 
in 2004, which is sensitively translated by Irline François with a foreword by 
edwidge Danticat. lyonel trouillot, arguably Haiti’s premier contemporary 
novelist, has published Children of Heroes (lincoln: university of Nebraska 
Press, 2008, paper us$ 20.00), translated from the 2002 French edition by 
linda coverdale, told through the voice of a child. and andré Breton’s sur-
realist classic Martinique, charmeuse de serpents has been brought out for 
the first time in english as Martinique: Snake Charmer (austin: university 
of texas Press, 2008, cloth us$ 19.95), with illustrations by andré Masson.

Out of Slavery: A Surinamese Roots History, by Wim Hoogbergen (Berlin: 
lIt Verlag, 2008, paper €19.90), is the very welcome english translation of 
the 1996 Dutch original (Het Kamp van Broos en Kaliko), reviewed favor-
ably by Jerome egger in NWIG 71:382-84, tracing the history of this late 
eighteenth-century/early nineteenth-century Maroon group and its descen-
dants in Paramaribo and in the Netherlands today. louis sicking’s Colonial 
Borderlands: France and the Netherlands in the Atlantic in the 19th Century 
(leiden, the Netherlands: Martinus Nijhoff, 2008, cloth us$ 148.00) is the 
translation of the 2006 French edition; as we noted in an earlier Bookshelf, 
that edition included some one-hundred pages devoted to border politics on 
the island of saint Martin and along the Marowijne/Maroni river, providing 
the richest account to date of the issues surrounding the lawa-tapanahoni 
contested area. a new edition of Zee edgell’s 1997 novel, The Festival of 
San Joaquin (Oxford: Macmillan caribbean, 2008, paper £6.15), offers a 
bittersweet first-person narrative of domestic violence and hope among the 
mestizos of Belize’s cayo District. 

readers will also welcome Guillermo a. Baralt’s pioneering Slave 
Revolts in Puerto Rico (Princeton NJ: Markus Wiener, 2007, paper us$ 
26.95), originally published in spanish in 1982. San Juan: Memoir of a City 
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(Madison: university of Wisconsin Press, 2007, paper us$ 19.95), originally 
published in spanish in 2005, is writer edgardo rodríguez Juliá’s affection-
ate and vibrant tour of his city. and Reflections on a Puerto Rican Life: Benjy 
Lopez: A Picaresque Tale of Emigration and Return (Princeton NJ: Markus 
Wiener, 2009, paper us$ 24.95) is the new expanded edition of Barry B. 
levine’s well-known Benjy Lopez, a landmark in Puerto rican emigration 
studies. Cuentos: Stories from Puerto Rico: Twelve Short Stories by Six of 
Puerto Rico’s Most Distinguished Writers (Princeton NJ: Markus Wiener, 
2008, paper us$ 24.95), edited by Kal Wagenheim, is a bilingual anthology 
of twelve short stories, many of which appeared in the 1960s in the english-
language magazine The San Juan Review. We also signal with pleasure the 
publication of a paperback edition of Complete Poems by claude McKay 
(urbana: university of Illinois Press, 2008, paper us$ 30.00), edited by 
William J. Maxwell, which appeared in cloth in 2004.
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